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Voltage Source ConverterAbstract During grid fault, transmission lines reach its thermal limit and lose its capability to
transfer. If this fault current enters generator terminals, it will lead to dip in stator voltage and con-
sequently produces torque and real power oscillations. This further affects in the form of internal
heat in rotor windings and finally damages the generator. A new control strategy is proposed to
limit fault current using dual STATCOM, which will damp power oscillations and mitigate the volt-
age dip due to a severe symmetrical fault. It is achieved by diverting the fault current to the capac-
itor using the dual-STATCOM controller. It is best suitable to maintain power system stability with
uninterrupted power supply, effective power transfer capability and rapid reactive power support
and to damp inter-area oscillations. The effectiveness of SG and DFIG due to the transmission line
short circuit symmetrical fault was studied.
 2015 Faculty of Engineering, Ain Shams University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
It is important to ensure proper steps in maintaining power
system security while enhancing transfer capability and
reliability. To achieve it, advanced FACTS technology ispromising; however, it is very cost-effective alternative. Among
FACTS family SVC, STATCOM and UPFC are found satis-
factory for improving power system stability when a severe dis-
turbance occurs in a system [1]. These authors [2–6] considered
UPFC as a better device to damp oscillations due to distur-
bances such as external faults. As UPFC has both series and
shunt control devices, it can control both voltage and the cur-
rent and further can control independently real and reactive
power of the system. Among shunt connected devices, Static
compensator (STATCOM) is capable of regulating voltage,
controlling reactive power and damping oscillations in the syn-
chronous generator during symmetrical fault conditions [7–9].
In the series FACTS family, thyristor controlled series capac-
itor (TCSC) and static synchronous series compensator (SSSC)
can damp inter-area oscillations [10], but removing from thefor grid
2 D.V.N. Ananth, G.V. Nagesh Kumarsystem because of any reason makes the work complicated and
also continuity of supply disturbs.
DFIG is said to be in synchronism even if the voltage drop
near the grid decreases to zero and must regain its pre-fault
state within the specified time described by their country grid
codes as described in [11]. The DFIG is operated with different
FACTS devices [12–19] to improve the grid restoring time and
voltage mitigation, with HVDC–STATCOM for fault current
limiting [12,13], comparison of TCSC, UPFC, SVC and
STATCOM for controlling rotor speeds [14], a series compen-
sating device to damp oscillations using Eigen analysis [15],
interface neuro-controller using dynamic programming for
STATCOM [16], STATCOM to compensate rotor current
and voltage compensation in a real-time environment [17],
using DVR for symmetrical and asymmetrical grid fault com-
pensation [18], damping control for an offshore and marine
current wind farm using STATCOM [19].
Among FACTS family STATCOM plays a major role in
damping power system oscillations. If two STATCOMs are
used and connected to a common coupling point in two lines
or in a single line, it can be called as dual STATCOM. The
major advantage of this is that separate series compensator
equipment or pulse generating control circuit is not necessary.
If the system is symmetric, same control strategy with different
reference parameters can be adopted to the pulse generator of
the two STATCOMs. For SSSC, three single phase transform-
ers are required, which require more space than single three
phase transformer, also does cost incurred for this can be
reduced. The dual STATCOM can be connected to the circuit
by stepping down voltage by using a step-down two winding
transformer connected in shunt or using three winding trans-
former, Fig. 1. A common capacitor that can be shared by
the two STATCOMs is another advantage. The common
capacitance value can be made constant and transformer
MVA rating can be made half for dual STATCOM for the
effective damping of oscillation than single STATCOM.
Therefore, it is found advantageous than single STATCOM
or UPFC of the same rating.
DFIG is a variable speed constant frequency induction gen-
erator, whose rotor is driven using a wind turbine. It is more
advantageous than a squirrel cage induction generator or a
permanent magnet generator in terms of lower converter rat-
ing, efficient fault ride through capability, much power rating
availability in the market, robust in design, four quadrant
reactive power control. Hence, DFIG is preferred in this
analysis.
In this paper, Kundur’s two area system [20] is modified to
have two synchronous generators (SG) in area-1 and twoArea 1
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Figure 1 Modified Kundur four machine tw
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tor (DFIG) in area-2 and basic equations are taken from [21,
22]. There are two parallel paths available in the midpoint of
the system where two static compensators (STATCOMs) are
connected in each line to a common capacitor bank and the
set-up is called as dual-STATCOM. It has advantages as series
pulse controller is not required and the same control circuit
strategy with different voltage and current references from
node buses is adopted to give pulses to the STATCOMs.
The aim of this design of shunt controller is to act as a low
impedance path for the short circuit current during fault
condition, to divert the surge currents to VSC. If a symmetrical
fault occurs in one of the lines in the dual path with fault
resistance of 1 milliohm between phases and ground, the
system behaviour is studied.2. The configuration of the tested system
The one line diagram of an equivalent power system used in
this study is given in Fig. 1. This system consists of four gen-
erators of equal rating. The system is divided into two areas:
Each synchronous generator, rated at 200MVA, 13.8 kV and
a stepup transformer with 210MVA, 13.8/230 kV and D  Yg
are used for transmission. Buses 1–8 are treated as area 1 and
buses 8–3 are treated as area 2. A three winding transformer of
60MVA, 230/230/20 kV with lower voltage winding is used for
the STATCOM connection.
The first STATCOM is connected to the upper line and
other STATCOM to the bottom line of the dual network.
The ends of the two STATCOM terminals are connected to
a common DC link capacitor and will share common voltage.
The transmission line impedances Z1, Z2 and Z3 and generator
and load parameters and details of overall system parameters
are given in the Appendix. For improving machine stability
and for voltage regulation 5th order PSS and AVR are used.
From the study of load flow analysis, the power flows from
Area 1 to Area 2. If a fault occurs in a dual line network, cir-
cuit breakers at both ends must close simultaneously. Other-
wise, the fault current may reach the other parallel line and
will disturb the healthy system. Hence protection of the dual
network with dual STATCOM is necessary. The Voltage
Source Converter (VSC1) will inject current at a phase angle
to compensate the voltage sag and swell between the buses 3
and 14, while VSC2 will inject between the buses 4 and 14 as
shown in Fig. 1. These two VSCs will share a common DC link
and will be having the same control circuit, but different
voltage and current settings.S
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Dynamic equations of the Fig. 2 are described below. In Fig. 2,
Vs and is represent supply voltage and current and with source
internal impedance Rs and Ls. Similarly, load voltage and cur-
rent are Vr and iL. STATCOM having variable voltage is rep-
resented with a variable mark, with voltage Vst and resistance
of transformer and filter values are represented as Rst and Lst.
The di is load angle and xi is angular frequency of the gener-
ator and xt is an angular frequency of STATCOM connected
at the terminal ‘‘t”. The generator equations can be repre-
sented as [16, 22].
3.1. Synchronous generator modelling
For active power oscillations damping,
2HSB
xo
dxs
dt
¼ Pturbine  Pref  Kðxl  x0Þ ð1Þ
Here xo is fundamental angular frequency which is equal to
2pf, where f is frequency of the generator.
The above equation is very commonly used to explain the
state of system for synchronous generator. For machine to
reach equilibrium dxl
dt
should be equal to zero. It is achieved
when turbine power Pturbine ¼ reference power Pref and
xs ¼ xl ¼ xo; where xl is measured from AC lines using Phase
Locked Loop (PLL) WITH xs as synchronous angular speed.
The load angle equations for synchronous generator in
terms of angular speed are
ddi
dt
¼ xi  xt ð2Þ
where di is the load angle of generator i, wi and wt are angular
speed of generator i and STATCOM at terminal t. The gener-
ator angular speed in terms of toque, voltage and reactance is
dxi
dt
¼ xs
2Hi
½TmiE0qiIqiðX0qiX0qiÞIdiIqiE0diIdidiðxixbÞ
ð3Þ
ws is the synchronous speed of generator, andHi is the moment
of inertia. E, I and X are voltage, current and reactance in twoFigure 2 Single line diagram of the generator-load system with
STATCOM at midpoint.
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differential voltage equations are given from (4)–(8).
dEqi
dt
¼ 1
T0doi
½EfdiE0qiðXdiX0diÞIdi ð4Þ
dEdi
dt
¼ 1
T0qoi
½EdiþðXqiX0qiÞIqi ð5Þ
dEfdi
dt
¼ 1
TEi
½ðsEiðEfdiþKEiÞEfdiþVRi ð6Þ
dRfi
dt
¼ 1
TFi
KFi
TFi
EfdiRfi
 
ð7Þ
dVRi
dt
¼ 1
TAi
½VRiþKAiRfiKFiKA
TFi
EfdiþKAiðVrefiViÞ ð8Þ
In equilibrium state, the voltage equations can be represented
as
E0di  ViSinðdi  hiÞ  RSiIdi þ X0qiIqi ¼ 0 ð9Þ
E0qi  ViCosðdi  hiÞ  RSiIqi þ X0diIqi ¼ 0; ð10Þ
It is to be noted that suffix ‘‘i” refers to sending end parameter
value and ‘‘t” for coupling point of STATCOM. Here a is the
voltage angle between STATCOM and terminal point t. hi is
voltage angle at terminal t. Two Eqs. (9) and (10), hold good
only during steady state conditions and in transient state, they
are not equal to zero.
3.2. Dual-STATCOM modelling
The single line diagram of dual STATCOM network is shown
in Fig. 1. The dual-STATCOM DC side current (IDC) is given
by
IDC ¼ CDC dVDCdt where CDC is common DC link capacitance
and VDC is DC link voltage across the capacitor. The first and
second STATCOM current is given by (IST1 and IST2), Vm, dm
is the mid-point voltage and load angle of the transmission net-
work with two STATCOM voltages as VST1 and VST2 with
internal impedances Zst1 and Zst2.
Ist1 ¼ Vm  Vst1
Zst1
; Ist2 ¼ Vm  Vst2
Zst2
ð11Þ
Also the two STATCOM voltages can be written as
Vst1 ¼ K1m1Vdc\ds1;Vst2 ¼ K2m2Vdc\ds2 ð12Þ
where K1 and K2 are constants, m1 and m2 are modulation
index values used from PWM technique, d1 and d2 are load
angles of the two STATCOM units. h1 and h2 are impedance
angles of two STATCOMs including impedance of the trans-
former and the filter.
Ist1 ¼ Vm\dm  Vst1\ds1
Zst1\hs1
and Ist2 ¼ Vm\dm  Vst2\ds2
Zst2\hs2
ð13Þ
S1 þ S2 ¼ VmIst1 þ VmIst2 ð14Þ
S1 and S2 are total VA power of STATCOMs, I

st1 and I

st2 are
conjugate currents of the STATCOM 1 and 2. The total power
output from STATCOMs can be rewritten using Eqs. (13) and
(14) asltage dip and power system oscillations damping using dual STATCOM for grid
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4 D.V.N. Ananth, G.V. Nagesh Kumar¼Vm\dm Vm\dmVst1\ds1
Zst1\hs1
 
þVm\dm Vm\dmVst2\ds2
Zst2\hs2
 
¼Vm\dm Vm\ðdmhs1ÞVst1\ðds1hs1Þ
Zst1
 
þVm\dm Vm\ðdmhs2ÞVst2\ðds2hs2Þ
Zst2
 
¼Vm\dm Vm\ðhs1dmÞVst1\ðhs1ds1Þ
Zst1
 
þVm\dm Vm\ðhs2dmÞVst2\ðhs2ds2Þ
Zst2
 
¼ V
2
m
Zst1
\hs1VmVst1
Zst1
\ðdmþhs1ds1Þþ V
2
m
Zst2
\hs2
VmVst2
Zst2
\ðdmþhs2ds2Þ
¼ V
2
m
Zst1
ðcoshs1þ jsinhs1ÞVmVst1
Zst1
ðcosðdmþhs1ds1Þ
þ jsinðdmþhs1ds1Þ
þ V
2
m
Zs21
ðcoshs2þ jsinhs2ÞVmVst2
Zst2
ðcosðdmþhs2ds2Þ
þ jsinðdmþhs2ds2ÞÞ ð15Þ
Now separating the total power into real and reactive powers
as
¼ realðS1 þ S2Þ þ imagðS1 þ S2Þ ¼
¼ ðP1 þ P2Þ þ ðQ1 þQ2Þ ¼ Pst þQst ð16Þ
From Eq. (16), the real power can be expressed as
Pst ¼ V2m
cosðhs1Þ
Zst1
þ cosðhs2Þ
Zst2
 
 Vm Vst1
Zst1
cosðdm þ hs1  ds1Þ
 
þ Vst2
Zst2
cosðdm þ hs2  ds2Þ
 
ð17Þ
From Eq. (16), the reactive power can be expressed as
Qst ¼ V2m
sinðhs1Þ
Zst1
þ sinðhs2Þ
Zst2
 
 Vm Vst1
Zst1
sinðdm þ hs1  ds1Þ
 
þ Vst2
Zst2
sinðdm þ hs2  ds2Þ
 
; ð18Þ
Also,
The total AC power output from the two STATCOMs is
PAC ¼ PAC1 þ PAC2 ð19Þ
¼ realðVst1Ist1 þ Vst2Ist2Þ ¼ Vst1\dst1
Vm\dm  Vst1\ds1
Zst1\hs1
 
þ Vst2\dst2 Vm\dm  Vst2\ds2
Zst2\hs2
 
¼ real Vst1\dst1 Vm\ðdm  hs1Þ  Vst1\ðds1  hs1Þ
Zst1
 
þVst2\dst2 Vm\ðdm  hs2Þ  Vst2\ðds2  hs2Þ
Zst2
 
¼ real VmVst1\ðds1  dm þ hs1Þ
Zst1
 V
2
m
Zst1
\hs1

þVmVst2\ðds2  dm þ hs2Þ
Zst2
 V
2
m
Zst2
\hs2
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Zst1
ðcosðds1  dm þ hs1Þ þ VmVst2
Zst2
ðcosðds2
 dm þ hs2Þ  V2st1
cosðhs1Þ
Zst1
 V2st2
cosðhs2Þ
Zst2
ð20Þ
And the total DC power output from the two STATCOMs
is
PDC ¼ VDCIDC ¼ 2VDCCDC dVDC
dt
ð21Þ
The STATCOM is treated as the current injecting device and
the injected d and q-axis current by the STATCOM is given by
dIstd
dt
¼ xsRSt
XSt
IStd þxsIStq xs Sinðaþ hsÞ
XSt
Vdc þ xs
XSt
VsCosðhsÞ ð22Þ
dIstq
dt
¼ xsRSt
XSt
IStq þxsIStd þxsCosðaþ hsÞ
XSt
Vdc þ xs
XSt
VsSinðhsÞ ð23Þ
Based on the sign of two equations, the STATCOM is said
to be injecting or receiving current. If they are positive, STAT-
COM is receiving current from the terminal point else inject-
ing. If current is absorbed by STATCOM, it acts as an
inductive load, which is used to compensate voltage swell or
to act as a lagging power factor load. During injecting current
mode, it acts as capacitive load used to mitigate the voltage
sag, or to improve the power factor towards leading.
The difference in voltage near DC link capacitance when
there is change in current flow in STATCOM is given by
dVdc
dt
¼ 
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
xsXdcSinðaþ hsÞIstd 
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
xsXdcCosðaþ hsÞIstq
ð24Þ
The power rating of STATCOM is decided by the two
equations below
PSt þQSt ¼
VsVSte
ja  V2s
RSt  jXSt
ð25Þ
PSt ¼ VsVdcRStCosaþ VsVdcXStSina RStV
2
s
R2St þ X2St
ð26Þ
QSt ¼
VsVdcXStCosa VsVdcRStSina XStV2s
R2St þ X2St
ð27Þ
Eqs. (22) and (23) are simplified and written as
dIstd
dt
¼ RSt
LSt
IStd  xIStq þ 1
LSt
ðVStd  VtdÞ ð28Þ
dIstq
dt
¼ RSt
LSt
IStq  xIStd þ 1
LSt
ðVStq  VtqÞ ð29Þ3.3. Modelling of the capacitor for DUAL STATCOM
Based on equations from (22)–(29),
3
2
½VStdiStd  VStdiStq ¼ CVdc dVdc
dt
þ V
2
dc
Rdc
þ 3
2
ðVtdid1 þ Vtqiq1Þ
ð30Þ
And hence
_Vdc ¼ 3
2CVdc
½VStdiStd  VStqiStq  Vtdid1  Vtqiq1  Vdc
CRdc
ð31Þltage dip and power system oscillations damping using dual STATCOM for grid
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dIsd
dt
¼ Rs
Ls
Ids  xIqs þ 1
l
ðVs  VtdÞ ð32Þ
Assuming sending end voltage is assumed to be constant
3.4. Modelling of the capacitor for DFIG Controllers
The Rotor Side Converter (RSC) and Grid Side Converter
(GSC) of DFIG are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The aim of
GSC is to control the real and reactive control and to damp
sub-natural oscillations produced during symmetrical or
unsymmetrical faults. In this real (Pgrid) and reactive powers
(Qgrid) are calibrated from the three phase voltages and cur-
rents near the grid terminal. The generator reference powers
(P* and Q*) are compared with actual values of powers and
the error is controlled using PI controller to get reference direct
and quadrature axis currents (Igd
* and Igq
* ). These reference cur-
rents are compared with grid side converter output two axis
currents (Iqg and Idg) and decoupled currents (not shown here)
and controlled with PI controller to get direct and quadrature
axis voltages.
These two frame voltages are converter to three phase grid
synchronising voltages by using the Phase Locked Loop (PLL)
which is generally called as inverse Park’s transformation.
Three phase reference voltages are fed to Pulse Width Modu-
lation (PWM) to generate desired pulses to GSC converter.
The RSC is designed so as to damp power oscillations and
torque oscillations by controlling the flow of current from or
to the rotor of the generator. Initially, the DC link voltage
across the capacitor is measured and compared with reference
value. The difference in the square of error between reference
and actual DC link voltage across back to back converter is
controlled by using a tuned PI controller. The PI controller
output is multiplied with speed of generator to get generated
torque and then divided with 2
3P/r
 
to get reference rotor
quadrature current (Iqr
* ). This reference current is compared
with actual quadrature current of rotor and error is minimised
using PI controller to get quadrature axis rotor reference volt-
age (Vq
*).∑
∑
P*
Q*
Igd*
Igq*
+
+
GRID
parameters
Grid voltage in
perunit
-
-
Igq
PQ
Extracon
(Vabc)(Iabc)*
(Vabc)
∑
+
Pgrid
∑
Qgrid
PI
-
Igd
+
Figure 3 Block diagram of Grid S
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tive power and the error between these two is compared with
PI controller to get direct axis reference current (Idr
* ) and the
difference between this current actual direct axis current (Idr)
is controlled by PI controller to get direct axis voltage (Vd
*).
These two axis reference quadrature and direct axis voltages
are converted to three axis voltages by using Inverse Park’s
transformation and rotor frequency is maintained at a slip fre-
quency by using the relationship (Ts  Tr) as rotor synchronis-
ing angle. Here Ts is an angle from the grid based on Phase
Locked Loop (PLL) while Tr is the rotor angle measured by
using the Eq. (40).
The most commonly used equations are used to derive the
rotor angle (Tr). Here Wgen is generator speed in per-unit, J is
the moment of Inertia, Tt;T

g;Tg and Pgen are turbine torque,
reference generator torque, actual EM torque and generator
output power from stator. The generator speed is given by
Wgen ¼ 1
J
ðTt  TgÞ ð33Þ
generator output power can be derived as
Tg Wgen ¼ Pgen ð34Þ
the rate of change of generator output torque is
_Tg ¼ 1
ts
ðTg  TgÞ ð35Þ
_VdcVdc ¼ 1
Cdc
ðTgWgen  PgenÞ ð36Þ
_Pgen ¼ 1
ts1
ðPgen  PgenÞ ð37Þ
/sa ¼
Z
ðVsa  RsIsaÞ ð38Þ
/sb ¼
Z
ðVsb  RsIsbÞ ð39Þ
Tr ¼ atan
/sb
/sa
 
ð40ÞVq*
Vd*
dq
To
abc
PLL
PI
PI
PWM
PulseGenerator
GSC
Ts
ide Controller (GSC) for DFIG.
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∑∑Qrotor*
Irq*
Ird*
+
+
Vd*
Vq*
dq
To
abc
teta
Rotor
parameters
stator voltage
and current
-
-
PI
PI
Ird
dc
2*
(Vabc,Iabc)
PWM
Pulse Generator RSC
∑
+
∑
Qrotor
PI
-
Irq
+
0.5Vdc2
π
Wgen
-
PI
Tr
Ts
0.5V
Figure 4 Block diagram of Rotor Side Controller (RSC) for DFIG.
6 D.V.N. Ananth, G.V. Nagesh KumarThe power exchange between the capacitor at back-to-back
converters and stator output power is given by (36). The rate
of change of stator output power is given by (37), in which,
_Pgen;P

gen and Pgen are rate of change of power, the reference
DFIG output power and actual output power.
/sa; Isa;Vsa and /sb; Isb;Vsb are stator stationary axis two
frame fluxes, currents and voltages, Rs is stator resistance.
‘‘atan” refers to inverse of tan angle between the parameters.
4. Proposed design of control strategy for DUAL statcom
The STATCOM control strategy is shown in Fig. 5. The con-
troller works on the principle of PQ control theory. The refer-
ence voltage and current parameters are taken from bus 10
(refer Fig. 1). Using these parameters reference real and reac-
tive powers are extracted. Using 1st order transfer function
model, direct and quadrature axis currents are derived from
the extracted real and reactive powers.
The instantaneous real and reactive powers can be
expressed
P ¼ Vaia þ Vbib þ Vcic ð41Þ
Q ¼ ½ðVa  VbÞic þ ðVb  VcÞia þ ðVc  VaÞibﬃﬃﬃ
3
p ð42Þ
In two dimensional frames, the above equations can be rep-
resented asFigure 5 Block Diagram of the D
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Q ¼ Vqid  Vdiq ð44Þ
In matrix form the two equations can be written as
P
Q
 
¼ Vd VqVq Vd
 
id
iq
 
ð45Þ
Or
id
iq
 
¼ 1
V2d þ V2q
Vd Vq
Vq Vd
 
P
Q
 
ð46Þ
By substituting the values of reference voltages and powers
in the Eq. (27), a first order transfer function can be obtained.
This transfer function helps in extracting reference d and q axis
STATCOM injecting or absorbing currents. If there is
deviation in these reference currents, STATCOM will inject
or absorb current to or from the system. Based on Eqs. (45)
and (46), the difference in currents will be supplied to the
system.
In Fig. 5, X is reactance and K is an instantaneous value of
voltage of STATCOM, E is the voltage at reference bus, Vd
and Vq are direct and quadrature components of STATCOM.
The transfer function is used to convert current to voltage
parameters. Hence reference d and q axis reference voltages
are derived. These d and q axis voltages are converted to three
phase by using inverse Park’s transformation with the help of
phase locked loop (PLL). Based on (46), voltage in capacitor is
converted to current by STATCOM. In this equation a refersUAL STATCOM controller.
ltage dip and power system oscillations damping using dual STATCOM for grid
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duced by PLL.
If the feedback is positive, STATCOM will inject current
based on Eq. (46), else will absorb the current from the system.
The energy stored in DC link capacitor is used for injecting
current into the system. These three phase voltages are given
to a PWM pulse generator to generate pulses to the IGBT
module. Thereby voltage at the reference bus can be main-
tained constant.Figure 6a (i) Voltage and current of Gen1 in area1 without
STATCOM.
Figure 6a (ii) Voltage and current of Gen3 in area2 without
STATCOM.
Figure 6b (i) Synch Gen1 stator voltage and rotor speed without
STATCOM.5. Results and discussions
The design of the test system shown in Fig. 1 contains, syn-
chronous generators 1 and 2 (Gen1 and Gen2 represent gener-
ating stations) and DFIG in area1 and generators 3 and 4
(Gen3 and Gen4) in area2. Each generating station consists
of a synchronous generator with PSS and AVR with step-up
transformer, and the Thevenin equivalent impedance of trans-
mission network is represented with series RL elements. Two
STATCOMs are connected to a common DC link capacitance
with three winding transformer arrangement and similar pulse
generation strategy with different reference voltage and current
parameters are given to the two STATCOM’s.
The transmission network is represented by equivalent
nominal P parameters. A symmetrical fault takes place at
bus 8. The fault occurs at 0.4 s and cleared at 0.5. The control
strategy for STATCOM is shown in Fig. 5. With voltage and
current parameters at bus 10, real and reactive powers are cal-
culated. These powers are controlled independently by using
transfer functions to derive direct and quadrature axis voltages
as explained in Section 3.
The direct axis voltage can control real power and quadra-
ture axis voltage will control the reactive power flow from
STATCOM. Two phase voltages are converted into three
phase (dq-abc) voltages and this reference voltage is fed to
PWM converter to generate pulses to STATCOM. This con-
trols the direction of current flow from STATCOM to system
or vice versa based on the difference in voltage magnitude at
the reference point at STATCOM DC voltage. If at reference
point, voltage is higher, current will flow to STATCOM and
when at reference point is low, current flows from STATCOM.
The voltage at reference point can be high due to Ferranti
effect or sudden load throw off, lightning and voltage may
decrease due to heavy loading or due to faults. The aim of
STATCOM is to maintain a constant voltage magnitude at ref-
erence point and minimise inter-area oscillations and to
enhance stability and reliability.
The system is analysed under three case studies viz., case-1:
without STATCOM, case-2: with single STATCOM, and case-
3: with dual STATCOM. For all the cases, a symmetrical fault
with fault resistance of 0.001 X occurs during 0.2–0.3 s in bus 8
and the system performance is verified. For finding the efficacy
of the proposed controller and circuit design, voltage and cur-
rents of Gen1 and Gen3 in area1 and area2 are compared.
Also, stator voltages and output power from the generator
are compared in all cases. These two STATCOMs are con-
nected at bus 7 in area1 to compensate voltage and to mitigate
oscillations in area2. The parameters of simulated model are
given in the Appendix. In this analysis, base voltage is taken
as 230 kV and current is 1500 A.Please cite this article in press as: Ananth DVN, Nagesh Kumar GV, Mitigation of vo
connected DFIG, Ain Shams Eng J (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.asej.2015.12.Case studies are as follows:
5.1. Case-1: without STATCOM
In this case, STATCOM is not connected to the system and the
results for bus voltage and current and machine parameters in
area1 and 2 are given in Appendix. The current is assumed to
flow from area1 to area2 and severe fault occurs in area1
between buses 1 and 14. Fig. 6a (i) shows voltage and current
in per-unit (pu) values for area 1, (ii) area2 without STAT-
COM, and Fig. 6b shows generator parameters in area1 and
area2 respectively. Initially, without fault, the voltage in both
areas is 1 per-unit (pu) and current is 0.2pu in Gen1 and
0.4pu in Gen3. During fault, the voltage in area1 reaches to
nearly zero value and peak-peak current reaches to 15pu, while
in area2 voltage is 0.1pu and current is 17pu. Even though PSSltage dip and power system oscillations damping using dual STATCOM for grid
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Figure 6b (ii) Synch Gen3 stator voltage and rotor speed
without STATCOM.
Figure 6c Rotor voltage and current of DFIG in area2 without
STATCOM.
Figure 6d Rotor speed, electromagnetic torque and rotor angle
of DFIG.
Figure 7a (i) Voltage and current in area1 with single
STATCOM.
Figure 7a (ii) Voltage and current in area2 with single
STATCOM.
8 D.V.N. Ananth, G.V. Nagesh Kumarand AVR are incorporated in the system, the system is unable
to improve voltage during the transient state, but was
improved only when fault is relieved.
Voltage surges are observed when fault was cleared at 0.5 s
and voltages and currents got distorted and then come to
steady state after a long time.
The generator behaviour during fault without STATCOM
can be analysed using Fig. 6b. It can be observed that q axis
components in two areas reach to 0.8pu from 1pu during fault
and then start to oscillate and slowly damped out when fault
was cleared. The output power from generator system which
is initially 0.2pu starts to oscillate when fault occurred. The
oscillations are also reaching the negative axis and imply there
is to and fro current from the generator. The DFIG rotor, sta-
tor and grid currents are shown in Fig. 6c. The rotor speed
increases from 1.2 to 1.23pu, so the rotor slip frequency chan-
ged and grid and stator currents dropped to nearly zero pu. It
is a very unhealthy environment which makes the system to
tumble and results in blackout. Hence, there is a requirement
for STATCOM or such device to compensate surge currents
and oscillations occurring in the generator-turbine system for
healthy working conditions, but regained to pre-fault state ear-
lier than SG and also torque and speed oscillations are less for
DFIG as in Fig. 6d. The results are in good agreement with
published work [10 and 11 without DVR case].
5.2. Case-2: with single STATCOM
The system studied with single STATCOM with fault is
assumed to occur in the same place and at the same time.Please cite this article in press as: Ananth DVN, Nagesh Kumar GV, Mitigation of vo
connected DFIG, Ain Shams Eng J (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.asej.2015.12.The system is analysed with the same waveforms as explained
in case-1 and the waveforms are shown in Figs. 7a and 7b.
It can be observed from Figs. 7a (i) and (ii), the voltages
and current in area2 were mitigated completely although fault
occurs in area1. It can be observed that, STATCOM can mit-
igate the voltage dip and current surges in area1 to a certain
extent. In area1, voltage decreased from 1pu to nearly 0.5pu
and current rises from 0.2pu to 0.55pu. Without STATCOM,
the voltage dip is 0pu and 15pu. Fig. 7b (i) for area1, the volt-
age in q-axis reached 0.8pu during fault and after fault oscilla-
tions were damped. But power oscillations in area1 are not
damped during fault, but when fault was cleared, the system
regains to its pre-fault state immediately.
When examining in area2 generator parameters as shown in
Fig. 7b (ii), it can be observed that q and d-axis voltage
remains almost constant during and post-fault state and has
no power oscillations. DFIG currents shown in Fig. 7c were
decreased, but have very less oscillations and are more stable
than SG. Fig. 7c depicts the voltage and current of STATCOMltage dip and power system oscillations damping using dual STATCOM for grid
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Figure 7b (i) Generator parameters in area1 with single
STATCOM.
Figure 7b (ii) Generator parameters in area2 with single
STATCOM.
Figure 7c (i) Rotor voltage and current of DFIG in area2 with
STATCOM.
Figure 7c (ii) Rotor speed, electromagnetic torque and rotor
angle of DFIG with STATCOM.
Figure 8a (i) Voltage and current of Gen1 in area1 with dual
STATCOM.
Figure 8a (ii) Voltage and current of Gen3 in area2 with dual
STATCOM.
Mitigation of voltage dip and power system oscillations damping 9located at bus7 in area1. It can be observed that, STATCOM
acts as a low impedance path during fault and absorbs high
surge current produced during fault. Due to this, surge current
and voltage are being observed during fault. This surge current
is stored in the capacitor and reverted back the stored energy
to compensate the voltage and current where it is referred.
Hence STATCOM is concluded to be very good FACTS
device for voltage mitigation and damping oscillations. But
the efficacy of it is more at reference values, but not at the
point it is located. However it can improve the overall perfor-
mance of the system. For decreasing the surge current flow
through the STATCOM, if two STATCOMs are connected
to the same point they will be a good alternative. The results
are in good agreement with published work [7, 17].Please cite this article in press as: Ananth DVN, Nagesh Kumar GV, Mitigation of vo
connected DFIG, Ain Shams Eng J (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.asej.2015.12.5.3. Case-3: with dual STATCOM
If only one STATCOM is placed, the surge current will pass
through that STATCOM only. If another STATCOM is also
connected in parallel but to reach current through the other
line as shown in Fig. 1, if fault occurs between buses 4 and
17, it helps in sharing the surge current and relieves the IGBT
switches and transformer from the burden. Hence dual STAT-
COM is designed for bypassing certain part of the surge cur-
rent to each STATCOM which acts as a low impedance path
for surge current. It can be observed from Fig. 8a (i), the volt-
age in Gen1 in area1 decreases from 1pu to 0.903pu during
fault and regains its post fault sate in less than 1 cycle. Surge
currents are diminished with this dual STATCOM arrange-
ment. This proves the effectiveness of the system compared
to single STATCOM.
In Fig. 8a (ii), the voltage from Gen3 in area2 is initially
1.05pu and decreased to 1pu which is also within limits. Ifltage dip and power system oscillations damping using dual STATCOM for grid
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Figure 8b (i) Synch Gen1 stator voltage and the rotor speed with
dual STATCOM.
Figure 8b (ii) Synch Gen3 stator voltage and rotor speed with
dual STATCOM.
Figure 8c (ii) Rotor speed, EM torque and rotor angle of DFIG
with dual STATCOM.
10 D.V.N. Ananth, G.V. Nagesh Kumarthe receiving end is incorporated with an automatic tap chang-
ing transformer, the small dip in voltage can be compensated
easily. The surge current was minimised throughout the
system.
The generator parameters for Gen1 and Gen3 with the dual
STATCOM arrangement are shown in Fig. 8b. The q-axis
component voltages are nearly at 1pu and d-axis is at zero
pu, which is as per requirement. There are few oscillations in
d-axis components (Fig. 8b(i,ii)) but can be neglected as thisFigure 8c (i) Rotor voltage and current o
Please cite this article in press as: Ananth DVN, Nagesh Kumar GV, Mitigation of vo
connected DFIG, Ain Shams Eng J (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.asej.2015.12.magnitude is very small compared to q-axis component and
will not influence system performance during any state of oper-
ation. Due to fast action of STATCOM in regulating power
flows, few oscillations in Gen1 are observed. These oscillations
can be damped by choosing much higher rating of the trans-
former and capacitor bank. The voltage across DC link capac-
itance is shown in Fig. 8c. Under the steady state capacitor
voltage is near 1pu, but during fault this voltage is utilised to
mitigate the voltage sag and to damp oscillations, there is a
decrease in voltage. This voltage regains after fault is
recovered.
The DFIG output currents from RSC, GSC and grid are
more and over same during and after fault with DUAL STAT-
COM as in Fig. 8c (i) and DC link voltage, rotor speed and
torque parameters as in Fig. 8c(ii) are much better than with
single STATCOM or SSSC or UPFC. For the dual STAT-
COM arrangement, the capacitance value is same as for single
STATCOM. The transformer rating is made half than that of
a single STATCOM arrangement. It is having double fold
advantages than single STATCOM or UPFC. Ratings can
be decreased; thereby, cost can be minimised and the inrush
current can be bypassed to other STATCOM. Keeping in
mind the economic aspects such as the choice of capacitors,
the transformer, valves, the filters and control circuit for
(VSC), single STATCOM is better for damping oscillations
completely in one area and compromising to a certain extent
in other area. The common DC link voltage for DUAL STAT-
COM is shown in Fig. 8d, and it is having a small dip in volt-
age during the fault but regains after the fault is cleared.
If ratings of above apparatus increase, the second area sta-
bility can also get improved, but cost again increases. UPFCf DFIG in area2 with dual STATCOM.
ltage dip and power system oscillations damping using dual STATCOM for grid
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Figure 8d DC link Voltage across the common capacitor for
dual-STATCOM.
Mitigation of voltage dip and power system oscillations damping 11however, is very costly due to usage of three single phase trans-
formers for a series compensating device, a high rating three
phase step down transformer for shunt device and individual
controller circuits, large floor area requirement to fix the set-
up, and technically complex operation. Hence, UPFC is not
better choice considering techno-economic benefits. To fix all
power system issues, decreasing the rating of equipment and
quantity of components, dual STATCOM is better choice.
From the economic point of view, the transformer for dual
STATCOM can be half rating of single STATCOM, and shar-
ing of common pulse is feasible. Proposed STATCOM con-
troller does not inject harmonics into the network, simple in
design and rugged in construction.
From the above discussion DUAL STATCOM can be a
very good option in place of single STATCOM and is a better
option for DFIG or wind energy systems in order to maintain
constant voltage profile and to enhance wind turbine-
generator system stability. The DUAL STATCOM works
nearly in the same principle of IPFC (Interline Power Flow
Controller), but there is no need to have master and slave con-
verters. For the present system a single pulse converter scheme
was applied for both STATCOMs and found working very
satisfactorily. It is also observed that at different fault loca-
tions proposed DUAL STATCOM controller performance is
much better than single STATCOM.
6. Conclusion
If a severe three phase to ground fault occurs in the midpoint
of the system, voltage in area1 and area2 will be dropped to
zero or to a smaller value and the current will drastically
increase. It results in large oscillations in (SG) real power if
FACTS devices are not incorporated. DFIG is having faster
regaining capability due to the fault than SG. It can be
observed that the oscillations in real power in one area can
be completely damped and in other area is partial with single
STATCOM.
A system without STATCOM is having high current
surges, a low voltage profile for SG during fault. For DFIG,
rotor speed is increasing and torque oscillations with nearly
zero current in stator and low current in rotor with frequency
greater than slip frequency was observed. To certain extent
STATCOM can compensate in one area and can completely
compensate the fault current effect in the area 2. The dual
STATCOM is designed similar to that of a single STATCOM,
but transformer ratings are made half and thus keeping same
capacitor value at back to back converters. It is so as to divert
some parts of surge current into another STATCOM to make
the system work much faster, self-protection from inrushPlease cite this article in press as: Ananth DVN, Nagesh Kumar GV, Mitigation of vo
connected DFIG, Ain Shams Eng J (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.asej.2015.12.current. It is observed that voltage mitigation is achieved
and surge current is diminished in both areas. The power oscil-
lations are damped, and SG q-axis voltage is maintained nearly
at the same value before, during and after fault. From all the
above, dual STATCOM is a better device than single STAT-
COM. The advantages of proposed control circuit are as fol-
lows: it is very simple in design and can be applied to low
tension or high tension system. There are no decoupling com-
ponents in control circuit, so effect on system parameters can
be minimised.References
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